Persistent Atrial Fibrillation Ablation: Where Do We Go From Here?
Catheter ablation is being used increasingly for the treatment of atrial fibrillation (AF). Pulmonary vein antral isolation is considered the "cornerstone" for the ablation of AF. This approach has demonstrated consistent rates of success for paroxysmal AF, but the rates of success for persistent AF are lower. There has long been a hypothesis that additional ablation beyond pulmonary vein isolation is required to achieve better outcomes in the population with persistent AF. However, large clinical trials have demonstrated recently that such approaches as empiric linear ablation and/or ablation of complex fractionated electrograms may add no benefit over pulmonary vein isolation alone in persistent AF. Furthermore, new technologies are improving the durability and outcome of pulmonary vein isolation alone. These observations have endorsed a search for new potential targets for adjuvant ablation, which currently include ablation of dynamic phenomena during AF such as rotational and focal activations, ablation of scar regions in the atria, isolation of the left atrial posterior wall, and ablation of nonpulmonary vein triggers. Whether any of these additional approaches will add to the success of ablation for persistent AF is unknown. Smaller study results are mixed. Only the performance of large-scale randomized trials will definitively answer whether additional ablation over pulmonary vein isolation alone with improve outcomes for persistent AF.